Premium
DEEP CLEANING
Service
Our deep cleaning service is the starting point in our relationship with each new client. Often referred to as a “spring
cleaning,” this service benefits both the client and our cleaning team by providing a thoroughly clean home right from the
very beginning.
Deep cleaning is essential for maintaining a healthy and clean
home. How does deep cleaning differ from routine housekeeping? For starters, our deep cleaning focuses on what is
NOT seen. For example, we take the time to clean out from
under the oven, behind the refrigerator, and along the sides
and behind the washer and dryer. Additionally, we focus on
trouble areas of the home for dust build-up, such as blinds
and baseboards. These are but a few of the hidden areas our
cleaning crew will address.

PREMIUM CLEANING SERVICE
FOR THE ULTIMATE CLEAN...YEAR ROUND!
Start clean and stay clean all year round! Customers who sign
up for weekly or bi-weekly housekeeping service have the option of receiving 3 deep cleanings each year. We call this our
“premium cleaning service.” Customers receive an additional
two deep cleanings scheduled at approximately 4 month intervals. The result...a beautiful clean home year round!

15-POINT DEEP CLEANING PROCESS
1. Thorough dusting of home, including ceiling fans, vents, and
walls/corners.
2. Dusting horizontal/vertical blinds.
3. Cleaning of all wall switch-plates
and lighting fixtures.
4. Empty out and clean/sanitize all
trash cans.

10. Complete cleaning of laundry
room (washer/dryer, utility tub).
11. Cleaning exterior of kitchen
cabinets, stove, dishwasher, refrigerator, and microwave.
12. Dusting/Wipe-down of tabletop/
countertop, picture frames,
lamps, and miscellaneous items.

“The deep cleaning I received from Fran and the team was outstanding. I
can honestly say that my home has never been cleaner. Their multi-point
deep cleaning process even included cleaning behind my refrigerator and
my washer and dryer—areas I just cannot get to myself. I was extremely
pleased with the result.”

Give your home a PREMIUM cleaning!
Deep Cleaning from just $249
Weekly Housekeeping from just $70
Biweekly Housekeeping from just $80

Call today to schedule your
free in-home estimate.

13. Total-Floor Care, which is a
proven cleaning process for tile
and wood floors (We use allpurpose cleaner for tile/linoleum
and Armstrong wood floor
6. Total wipe-down of all doors, wall
cleaner for wood floors).
moldings, and window sills
5. Complete dust/wipe-down of
baseboards.

7. Clean behind and on top of
refrigerator.
8. Cleaning and sanitizing all bathrooms, including tub, shower,
vanity, mirrors, and floor.
9. Cleaning and sanitizing kitchen
area.

14. Cleaning all interior glass surfaces, including mirrors and sliding glass doors and tracks
(excluding windows).
15. Complete vacuum of all interior
carpeted areas and rugs (heppa
filtered vacuum system).

Premium Cleaning Services
Venice, FL

Phone (941) 237-6397
Email: Sales@venicecleanpros.com

